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Visitors to Puttenahalli Lake would never miss sight of the Common Coot in animation in 
the water. Ardent bird watcher, Jayashree Govind, weaves intimate caricatures of this 
beautiful bird and deconstructs its rich life with appealing vignettes. 

As Crazy as a Coot!    

                                                                                         Jayashree Govind                     
Look! There is the “Iyengar” bird! My nature guru and good friend Deepa pointed it out to me 
laughingly. These were my early days of birding and I was still learning to “ID” the birds, as they say 
in birding language! Looking at the direction where she was pointing, I saw a beautiful black bird 
with a white beak extending right over its forehead. Yes, indeed, it resembled the long ‘tilak’ that the 
Brahmins wear on their forehead. I later learnt that in Tamizh language it is known as “Nama Kozhi”. 
"# It also reminded me of a gentleman in a tuxedo! 

 

Figure 1 - Nama Kozhi - the common coot in Puttenahalli Lake; Photo courtesy: Jayashree Govind 

The common coot, AKA Eurasian coot, (scientific name: Fulica Atra) is found in wetlands, ponds, and 
lakes throughout India. Though called “common”, I did not find anything commonplace about this 
bird. Rather snappily dressed in a sooty black coat and a white beak extending beyond its forehead, 
red eyes and greenish legs and feet with extra-long toes, it seemed to be making a fashion 
statement! Coots walk bobbing their heads, foraging and feeding on almost anything they can lay 
their lobbed feet on. Omnivorous in nature, using their large-lobbed feet, they walk on water, 
feeding on the aquatic vegetation, grass, seeds, cereal crops, berries, moss, annelids, and swim 
underwater hunting for small life forms like tadpoles, frogs, small fish, shrimps, molluscs etc. (There 
is no dearth of food for these dudes in the Tux) "# While wading on water, they keep their legs 
tucked near the tail and use those long toes as radar! By no means a small feat, eh! Feet!  

Unlike other birds, where the males acquire bright breeding plumage to attract female partners, 
coots have a rather strange mating process. The female coot assumes a submissive posture (like a 
shy bride crouched with head bent down "#), inviting the male. Both the male and female together 



build their nest that is almost always a large floating platform on water, like a raft. The inner parts 
are lined with soft materials. Though not uncommon, the coots display parasitic behaviour, quietly 
laying their eggs in another coot’s nest or other waders’ nests, like ducks, egrets etc. What is not 
common is that coots have evolved a way to recognize their own brood! Yes, coots can count their 
eggs and they reject the eggs laid by other parasite coots. They also use the hatching order to 
differentiate between the chicks. The ones that hatch first are most likely their offspring. Sometimes 
it misfires and they raise the parasites as their own.  

 

Figure 2 - Coot mother guarding her cute red babies (Arekere Lake); Photo courtesy: Jayashree Govind 

The “black and white” coots have rather colourful babies! These designer bright red-orange 
hatchlings are guarded fiercely by their parents. The colours do not last long; growing-up they shed 
their red-orange plumage! The bright chicks appear as a signal for the parents. They pay attention to 
the brightest chicks, knowing that they are the younger ones and cannot fend for themselves. The 
older ones, who get less attention, learn to start standing on their own lobbed feet! They do face a 
lot of challenges; out of the 10-12 chicks, only a few survive without falling prey to predators. 

Floating coots, diving coots, walking coots, these are quite commonly seen, but flying coots are not. 
The coots have a weird flying pattern. Just like aircrafts taking off, they run in the water for some 
distance and take off. They have short, broad, and rounded wings; hence their flights are not 
sustained and are usually over short distances, with legs dangling! At times, their long toes trail 
behind their tails. Due to their awkward flight, coots often fall prey to ospreys and eagles. To escape 
the eye of the predators, they often fly during the night.  

The adage, “Crazy as a Coot”, probably comes from this strange pattern they display! 

(Jayashree Govind worked in the software industry for over 24 years and is now a social auditor 
assessing the impact of NGOs/CSR projects on human society and communities. Her passion and 
pastimes include bird watching and photography. ) 


